Tu's cardiac surgical risk prediction index for a Western Australian population was examined in a prospective observational cohort study. Risk score and outcome data were collected for 367 consecutive patients. Logistic regression analysis for Tu score prediction of hospital mortality and linear regression analysis for prediction of ICU and hospital stays were performed. The Tu index accurately predicted mortality rates (P=0.002, odds ratio 1.46) . The linear regression analyses of Tu score on ICU and hospital stays showed an excellent fit (P=0.0001). The area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve for prolonged ICU stay was 0.75. The Tu risk index is valid for a Western Australian cardiac surgical population and practice.
The rapid growth in cardiac surgery over recent years, coupled with the ease with which this population can be identified and assessed, has led to the development of a large number of scoring systems designed to predict morbidity and mortality [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This profusion reflects the fact that no risk assessment index has a clear advantage in terms of accuracy in predicting adverse outcome. In particular, because of the difficulty of using statistical techniques to predict rare events, none has the sensitivity and specificity needed to predict the outcome of individual patients. Nonetheless, financial constraints and the need to compare outcomes between cardiac surgical centres have meant that risk prediction indices are of value in ensuring that like is compared with like. Risk prediction indices may also be useful in allocating nursing resources in the intensive care unit (ICU), and possibly in informing patients that they belong to a group with a given level of risk, even if their own outcome remains unpredictable.
The various indices available differ widely in terms of complexity, ease of derivation and number of exposure variables. Many include as exposure variables, components which are either subjective (e.g. "catastrophic state" 2 ) or potentially subject to confounding by geographical variations in therapeutic practice (e.g. use of intra-aortic balloon counterpulsation 2,3,6,7 , which is commoner in North America than in Australasia or the United Kingdom). Other disadvantages include the need for complex data manipulation or the acquisition of large numbers of exposure variables [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , application only to coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) 1, 4, 6, 7 , and the limitation of outcome variables to mortality alone 1, 3, 6, 7 .
In 1995, Tu, Jaglal and Naylor published a new cardiac surgical risk prediction index derived from and validated in a population from the Province of Ontario, Canada 8 . In selecting components of the index to serve as exposure variables, only those variables whose inclusion resulted in an increase in the area under the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve were accepted. Most cardiac surgical risk prediction systems give an area under the ROC curve of around 0.7 1, 7, 9 . The resulting index gave an area under the ROC curve for hospital mortality of 0.75, and comprised only six easily obtainable variables which were stratified as shown in Table 1 . The Tu score is obtained simply by adding the score for each component variable. Patients were grouped by Tu into low risk (score 0-3), moderate risk (score 4-7), and high risk (score 8-16) groups.
The Tu index has significant advantages over other risk prediction systems in terms of simplicity of acquisition (number of component variables, ease of calculation) and lack of potentially confounding factors (no subjective or therapeutic component) 9 . Furthermore it has been validated for the population whence it was derived and appears to perform comparably to other risk prediction indices in terms of sensitivity and specificity. It is also highly predictive of markers of morbidity-prolonged stay in the ICU and in the hospital. Finally it was derived from an adult population undergoing cardiac surgery of many types including CABG, valve and combined procedures. However, it has remained to be validated in a second population.
METHODS
Data were collected prospectively from 367 consecutive cardiac surgical patients in this tertiary referral centre during the period July 1995 to June 1996, and the Tu score calculated for each (Table 1) . Left ventricular function was graded as in Tu's original article using ejection fraction assessed at either left ventriculography or echocardiography.
Outcome data were collected concerning survival to hospital discharge and length of stay in the ICU proper in a high dependency monitored area in the cardiac surgical ward and in the general cardiac surgical ward. The use of a high dependency area outside the ICU represents a difference between Australian and North American practice. With the exception of the ROC curve described, high dependency stay was excluded from the calculation of postoperative ICU length of stay (ICU LOS) and instead included in the overall postoperative hospital length of stay (hospital LOS).
Statistical analysis was performed using logistic regression and generalized linear regression.
RESULTS
Mean age was 64.0 years and 24.8% of patients were female. The distribution of patients across low, medium and high risk groups was very similar to that obtained for Tu's validation population ( Table 2 ).
The overall mortality was 2.2% (n=8). Distributions of mortality and mean ICU and hospital LOS across risk scores are shown in Table 3 .
Logistic regression analysis was performed of Tu score on death. The Tu score was strongly associated with death, with a P value of 0.002 and an odds ratio of 1.46.
Linear regression analyses were performed of Tu score on ICU and hospital LOS. The Tu score was closely associated with each outcome, with P values of 0.0001 in each case. However, the values of r 2 were low, being 0.11 for ICU LOS and 0.07 for hospital LOS.
An ROC curve was constructed for very long ICU LOS (defined for this purpose, as in Tu's original study, as more than six days, including the high dependency stay). The area under this curve was 0.75.
DISCUSSION
These data indicate that in our population the Tu index accurately predicts mortality and prolonged ICU and hospital stay. The low values of r 2 R. C. LEONARD, P. V. VAN 
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Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Vol. 27, No. 2, April 1999 LOS suggest that, although the total score is closely associated with LOS, there may be other factors which also bear on LOS which are not included in the Tu index. It is also possible that each increment in the Tu score is associated with a different increment in ICU and hospital LOS; in other words, that the relationships between Tu score and LOS are non-linear. The reported advantages of the Tu index in terms of simplicity of data collection and score calculation were confirmed. The area under the ROC curve for prolonged ICU LOS suggests that the Tu score performs as well in predicting this outcome as other systems perform in predicting mortality. It would therefore appear that the Tu score does not suffer in its predictive power by excluding the plethora of variables used by other systems, and that high-risk patients are adequately identified by the six variables included in the Tu score. Interestingly, the other scoring systems all use these variables 1-7 : it would seem likely then, that the majority of their predictive power derives from these six variables.
Adverse outcome from cardiac surgery is fortunately a rare event and as such is difficult to predict. The Tu index represents a simplification of the existing predictive systems, but does not possess the sensitivity and specificity to allow it to be used in making predictions for individual patients. The fundamental point raised by the success of the Tu index remains unchanged; namely that in acquiring data to predict risk of adverse outcome from cardiac surgery, more is not necessarily better.
We conclude that the Tu index is valid for application to a Western Australian cardiac surgical population.
